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Song of Passage 

 
As it rejoins the primal surge 
Of forever dancing elements 
My body shall learn the steps 
For meadow grass and flowers 
under sun and gracious showers. 
 
My soul, that spark of living light 
from Life of life’s creating forge, 
shall glint in children’s children, 
stir in hopeful urgent loins 
where mortal with immortal joins. 
 
Bless the friends on pilgrim paths! 
Bless roads not taken on my way! 
Bless that legion whose labours 
Answered to my various needs! 
Bless each soul that cradles seeds! 
 
Ian Sowton 
Walking in Harbour One Day, 2020 
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Listen Up 

 
If you listen carefully enough words will 
canter for you as you ride an idea. 
 
If you listen carefully, sometimes  
you can hear them jostling – 
usually discretely— to be rhymed. 
 
You can hear them smack their lips 
at the prospect of a tintinnabulation  
or a chirring; or rise to the gymnastics 
of rhyming (sort of) lozenge with orange.  
 
If you listen carefully you’ll hear them  
whispering that dictionaries are only  
half the story. 
 

And it’s well known 
that in the barn dance of the brain 
words can go to it with the best to 
the call of a billion electric guitars; 
but that there’s always that one  
who won’t take the floor with you, 
who plays the wall-flower, being coy. 
  So: you can abandon her to  
her game and proposition another word, 
  or: If you’re patient and listen  
carefully the right one might come round 
and take your hand – so that beneath the 
calling beat of a billion electric guitars 
you will hear the chime of a YES chord. 
 
 
Ian Sowton 
Walking in Harbour One Day, 2020 



Five of Ian's lyrics, as sung at his memorial online, 19 Feb., 2021 (some with alt tunes)Five of Ian's lyrics, as sung at his memorial online, 19 Feb., 2021 (some with alt tunes)
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